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Joint Development in the South China Sea:
Lessons from the Past and Future Prospect
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I.

Introduction

The South China Sea is often said to be rich in hydrocarbon reserves, although most of the deposits are unconfirmed, due in part to the multiple claims laid over them by several coastal economies. China (and Taiwan) claim
sovereignty over all the islands. Vietnam, the Philippines, Malaysia, and Brunei each claim some of the land features. In addition, China also claims unspecified sovereign rights within a so-called ―nine-dash line‖, the area in
which significantly overlaps exclusive economic zones (EEZs) asserted by the other claimants and Indonesia. 1
Available estimates of the hydrocarbon reserves vary greatly, partly due to the difficulty to survey in disputed waters.
Exploratory activities have long been a major cause for frictions, which—traditionally played out in unseen
courts of diplomacy—have intensified in recent years into confrontations at sea.2 In 2011, Chinese law enforcement
vessels and fishing boats skirmished with Philippine or Vietnam seismic surveillance ships. 3 In May 2014 Beijing
deployed a deep-water drilling rig into waters disputed with Hanoi, triggering a two-month standoff at sea by dozens of vessels and violent anti-China protests in Vietnam. Although tensions cooled after China withdrew the rig in
July and restored high-level bilateral diplomacy, relations have yet to fully recover.4
Beijing, however, has left Malaysia and Brunei largely unbothered, although many of Malaysia‘s natural gas
fields are located within China‘s nine-dash line. Neither did it object to an agreement by Malaysia and Brunei to
jointly develop energy resources in an area that all three claim.5 The differential treatment likely reflects Beijing‘s
implicit appreciation of Malaysia‘s and Brunei‘s downplaying of their disputes with China, and resentment of Hanoi
and Manila‘s efforts to rally international support for their struggles with Beijing.6

II.

China’s March to the Sea

A. “Three Buckets of Oil”
China‘s appetite for fossil fuels in the South China Sea grew with its hunger for energy, its overall foreign policy assertiveness and its technical capabilities. Collectively nicknamed the ―three buckets of oil‖, the national oil companies (NOCs)—China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC), China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC),
and China Petroleum & Chemical Corporation (Sinopec)—have led the march. Their eagerness to develop the South
China Sea has been driven by potential political gains as much as economic interests, and intensified by competition among themselves.
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The NOCs are under the supervision of the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission
(SASAC) of the State Council, but the Central Organisation Department of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) appoints their top executives, who are also the companies‘ leading party cadres and typically rank at the vice ministerial-level.7 It is not rare for NOC executives to ascend to prominent political positions.8 Economic and commercial
interests, therefor, may not be the only drivers when NOC executives make business decisions. ―They could have
hoped to use achievement in South China Sea to propel their political careers,‖ said a Chinese maritime policy analyst.9
CNOOC is China‘s largest offshore oil and gas producer and was established in 1982 with the exclusive right to
offshore exploration, development, production and sales.10 Due to technical constraints and political consideration,
CNOOC‘s operations in the South China Sea were confined to shallow and undisputed waters until recently.
CNOOC lost its offshore monopoly in 2004, when CNPC obtained permissions from the government to explore
and develop eighteen South China Sea blocks, some in the disputed Spratly region. Sinopec was reported to have
also submitted applications for offshore permits, including in areas in the South China Sea. A competition among
the three NOCs in the South China Sea began.11 Executives lobbied the government for permission and support, often in the name of asserting Chinese sovereignty.
In 2008, CNOOC decided to invest about $32 billion in the following ten to twenty years in developing the South
China Sea, which CEO Fu Yucheng declared a ―priority‖. During the National People‘s Congress session the following March, delegate and CNOOC executive Song Enlai urged the central government to boost policy and financial
support for deep-water exploration in the South China Sea, a task he said had acquired urgency as other claimant
countries were engaged in ―predatory exploitation‖ in Chinese waters.12 During that year‘s Chinese People‘s Political
Consultative Conference, held at the same time as the congress, delegate and former CNPC Vice President Jia
Chengzao said, ―China already has the technical capability for large-scale oil and gas exploitation in the South China
Sea. It is necessary for the state to treat it as a priority and provide policy support‖.13
The share of imports exceeded 50% in China‘s oil consumption in 2009, prompting the National Development
and Reform Commission to convene experts to evaluate the prospect hydrocarbon exploitation in the South China
Sea in early 2010. Soon after, Sinopec allotted about $28.3 million to acquire a surveillance vessel to enhance its
maritime exploratory capability. The three NOCs‘ race in the South China Sea intensified.14
Despite their enthusiasm, drilling far away from the Chinese shore is politically sensitive when disputes are involved, technologically demanding where the water is deep and far from the logistical base, and financially risky
when the deposits are unproven. A Chinese energy analyst said in 2011 that ―China would rather go to Africa‖, as
drilling in the South China Sea was ―too troublesome‖.15 The NOCs at the time also lacked indigenous capability for
drilling in areas deeper than 300 metres. Providing logistical support to oil platforms thousands of kilometres from
China‘s coast could be technically challenging and financially prohibitive.
Back then, Beijing implicitly placed a higher priority on good neighbourly relations, quietly calling off controversial projects. In 1994, CNOOC abandoned a joint exploration project with U.S. firm Crestone Energy near the Spratlys after Vietnam protested.16 In 2009, Sinopec backed away from a plan to drill the following year in an area dis7
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puted with Vietnam, after Hanoi protested upon anonymous company sources leaking the information to the
press.17
That is to say, exploration of the South China Sea could not take off without the state providing policy support
and underwriting the risk. Such government sponsorship materialized as China grew richer, more powerful, hungrier for energy, and bolder in its quest for resources in the South China Sea. The year 2012 in hindsight proved
pivotal. ―The 12th 5-Year Plan for the Development of National Strategic Emerging Industries‖, issued by the State
Council that year, included the goal of obtaining indigenous capability for the design and manufacturing of deepwater resources exploitation equipment by 2015.18 During the 18th party congress in November that year when the
CCP completed its once-in-a-decade leadership transition, the party stated it as its goal to build China into ―a maritime power‖.19 In June, responding to Vietnam passing a maritime law with new navigation regulations covering
the disputed Paracel and Spratly Islands, CNOOC offered oil exploration leases in nine blocks located within the
disputes areas for bidding.20
It may not be a total coincidence that Haiyangshiyou (HYSY) 981, China‘s first indigenously designed and
manufactured ultra-deep-water semi-submersible drilling platform, began operations May 2012, drilling its first
well in the Liwan gas field, 198 nautical miles from Hong Kong. Ten years and roughly $1 billion in the making, the
oil rig is owned by CNOOC and operated by its subsidiary China Oilfield Services and said to leapfrog China‘s deepwater drilling capability from 300 to 3,000 metre in depth.21 Despite the fanfare, however, HYSY981 spent part of
2013 in repairs.22
Said to be ―born for the South China Sea‖, HYSY 981‘s mission has been more than commercial from the beginning. Upon its commission, then CNOOC Chairman Wang Yilin called the drilling platform ―mobile national territory‖ that would help ―ensure our country‘s energy security, advance maritime-power strategy and safeguard our
nation‘s maritime sovereignty‖.23 In May 2014, China deployed the HYSY 981 to waters 17 nautical miles from the
south-western-most island in the Paracel group, also claimed by Beijing.24
The ferocity of Vietnam‘s pushback and a chorus of regional criticism prompted Beijing to quietly adjust its tactics, and become more judicious with HYSY981‘s deployment.25 It was sent to the Bay of Bengal February to April
2015.26 In June, it was again deployed to an area where Chinese and Vietnamese claims overlap, but on the Chinese
side of the medium line between the two countries‘ coasts. Hanoi thus largely remained mute.27
China, however, has hardly given up its ambition in developing the South China Sea. In July 2015, construction
of HYSY 982 began. Expected to be delivered in the second half of 2016, HYSY 982 is said to be a sixth generation
deep-water semi-submersible drilling rig specifically designed to survive ―hazardous weathers in the South China
Sea‖.28 Nor have the NOCs been the only ardent supporters and participants.
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B. Hainan Province
China‘s island province Hainan proclaims to have governed all of South China Sea islands and the surrounding waters since 1988.29 Its officials often come from maritime background. Current governor Liu Cigui served as director
of the State Oceanic Administration and political commissar of the coast guard.30
A booming resort island, Hainan relies on natural gas for power generation and transportation. It is highly dependent on CNOOC production from the South China Sea and faces a growing supply and demand deficit. As of
2011, offshore fields supplied 97 per cent of the island‘s annual natural gas consumption.31 In 2014, CNOOC estimated Hainan‘s annual natural gas consumption had grown to 5.6 billion cubic meters‘ (bcm) while the supply remained at 4.4 bcm, leaving a deficit of 1.2 bcm filled with imported LNG. 32
Unsurprisingly, Hainan has long pushed for more aggressive development of the ocean. In January 2006, then
Hainan‘s Governor Wei Liucheng, formerly CEO of CNOOC, proposed to promote tourism, far-sea fishing and energy exploration in the South China Sea as part of the province‘s next five-year development plan.33 In March that
year, during the 4th session of the 10th National Political Consultative Conference, Hainan delegates proposed a bill
calling for expanding exploration southward in the South China Sea further away from the Chinese shore, stating
that such a step would be vital to the defense of China‘s maritime rights and interest.34
In 2014, Hainan‘s Political Consultative Standing Committee proposed to ―push the central government to partially decentralize the rights of energy development in the South China Sea; support Hainan‘s participation in the
development of South China Sea…actively support CNPC, CNOOC and Sinopec‘s energy surveillance and development in the South China Sea…and encourage large-scale offshore oilfield service companies to set up offices in Hainan.35

C. The Ship Builder
China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (CSIC), also state-owned, is China‘s largest shipbuilder. It is the manufacturer of the HYSY 981, which was dispatched to waters disputed with Vietnam in 2014. When HYSY 981 was delivered in 2012, it was hailed as a major boost to China‘s shipbuilding industry, which was facing overcapacity and
hung its hope on ―a rapid expansion of the offshore equipment market‖.36
It is only natural then that CSIC has been a strong advocate for hydrocarbon exploration in the South China Sea.
During the March 2014 National People‘s Congress, CSIC Chief Engineer Yan Kai, representing Jiangsu Province,
said the lack of Chinese ocean infrastructure has handicapped economic development, including ―oil and gas exploitation in central and southern South China Sea‖. He proposed that China ―urgently‖ build multiple sea bases to
provide ―comprehensive support‖ for the development of the South China Sea and the defence of China‘s sovereign
claims.37 Around that time, China began large-scale construction of artificial islands in the Spratlys that Beijing said
would serve both civilian and defence purposes.38
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III. Vietnam’s Reliance on Oil
Vietnam ranks fourth in South East Asia for oil and gas production, after Indonesia, Malaysia and Brunei. The bulk
of its reserves are offshore in the South China Sea and Gulf of Thailand. The country is a net exporter of crude oil,
but a net importer of oil product, with domestic oil consumption increasing year-over-year with its robust economic
growth and overall by more than 70 per cent from 2004 to 2013. The country has been self-sufficient in natural gas,
but its demand is projected to surpass the supply, particularly in southern Vietnam. Vietnam's 2011 Gas Master
Plan includes initiatives to promote natural gas in the primary energy mix, gas production and consumption targets,
and detailed infrastructure plans for gas gathering systems, pipelines, and gas processing facilities. 39
Post-war Vietnam has given high priority to developing South China Sea‘s economic resources. A series of policy
directives by the top echelon of the Vietnamese Communist Party since the early 1990s specified that ―becoming a
strong marine economy‖ was the party‘s ―strategic goal‖. A number of official documents set guidelines for the development of sea-related industries, especially hydrocarbon and fisheries, for the implementation. The most important has been the ―Vietnam Maritime Strategy Toward the Year 2020‖, adopted by the VCP Central Committee
in February 2007, which set the target that sea-related economic activities account for 53-55 per cent of Vietnam‘s
GDP and 55-60 per cent of its exports by 2020.40

A. PetroVietnam
Oil and natural gas production is undertaken by Vietnam Oil and Gas Group, known internationally as PetroVietnam and wholly owned by the central government, or through its joint venture with other companies. 41By the early 2010s, PetroVietnam had become Vietnam‘s largest corporation, accounting for about twenty per cent of the
country‘s GDP and generating up to 25 to 30 per cent of the government‘s annual revenue. 42 The chairman of PetroVietnam is a member of the Central Executive Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam and the General
Director—equivalent to CEO—is appointed by the PetroVietnam Members‘ Council with the Prime Minister‘s approval. PetroVietnam thus has a major role in the development for laws, regulations and policy concerning the oil
and gas industry.43
Given the outsized share of oil export in Vietnam‘s overall exports, GDP, and government revenue, recent decline on oil prices put pressure on Vietnam to increase oil production. 44 PetroVietnam has in recent years intensified its exploration and exploitation activities with the hope of bringing new fields into production in the deep water.45

B. Foreign Partners
With claims significantly overlapping those of China‘s, Vietnam‘s endeavours into the South China Sea have frequently resulted in frictions with China. Partly to insulate itself from pressure from Beijing, PetroVietnam has actively courted foreign partners, and has signed 100 exploration and production contracts with foreign companies
from around the world by 2013.46 But Beijing has utilised its economic clout to press PetroVietnam‘s partners to
back out of projects. Leaked U.S. State Department cables revealed Chinese campaigns since 2006 to pressure oil
companies such as BP, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, and Exxon Mobile to cancel oil exploration deals with Vietnam.
The companies reacted differently. BP and Chevron, both with significant investment in China, halted and cancelled
their operations after Beijing delivered warnings—although BP insisted its actions were based on a purely ―commercial decision‖. ConocoPhillips divested its interest in South China Sea blocks. Exxon Mobil, which has limited
stakes in China, continued on with exploration together with PetroVietnam, despite Beijing‘s warnings.47
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In 2006, ONGC Videsh (OVL), an Indian state-owned oil exploration corporation, obtained permission from Vietnam to explore several blocks in the South China Sea, including Block 128, located in waters claimed by both China and Vietnam. In 2011, China warned OVL that its exploration activities in Block 128 were illegal and violated
48
China‘s sovereignty. In June 2012, OVL sought to abandon its lease on Block 128, citing lack of economic viability
for oil exploration. The Indian foreign ministry reportedly pressured the state-owned corporation to maintain its
presence in the South China Sea, and OVL has since extended its lease on Block 128 three times. Its current lease
49
will expire in June 2016. According to Vietnamese analysts, ―Chinese pressure has made India dig in and become
more determined to work with PetroVietnam,‖ even though the commercial value of the block is questionable.50

IV. The Philippines’s Hunger for Energy
The Philippines imports more than 90 per cent of its crude oil and petroleum products, as the country produces a
minuscule amount domestically. State-owned Philippines National Oil Company (PNOC) is the primary operator in
the country‘s oil and gas industry.51 The PNOC Chairman is appointed by the President of the Philippines and
serves simultaneously as Secretary of the Department of Energy. 52
The Malampaya natural gas field—jointly operated by PNOC, Shell and Chevron—is the country‘s largest source
of energy and provides 30 per cent of its power needs.53 But production from Malampaya has been in steady decline
since 2012 and the field is expected to deplete by 2020. Without new supply and unable to afford costly liquefied
natural gas (LNG) imports, the Philippines will have to rely more heavily on coal for power generation.54
Developing new energy sources has proven to be extremely challenging, if not impossible, to the Philippines.
Such projects—financially risky, capital intensive and technologically demanding—are impossible without foreign
partners, as ―even the biggest Philippine company doesn‘t have that kind of resources or experience.‖55 Most blocks
with potential hydrocarbon reserves are ―marginal‖, meaning small, thus unattractive to large conglomerates. The
only sizable commercial grade natural gas reserves are located on the Reed Bank, which Manila claims to be part of
its EEZ and is within Beijing‘s nine-dash line.56
Therefore, despite five rounds of campaigns offering blocks for bidding since early 2000s, the Philippines failed
to attract large investors. ―We went around the world to attract bidding. Nobody came. Not a single bid‖, said Eduardo Manalac, former undersecretary of energy recalling the disappointment after the first round of bidding that
opened in 2003. He relayed that many foreign companies stayed away because they feared that maritime boundary
dispute with China would jeopardise their investment. ―We throw a party and nobody came‖, Manalac later recalled
with chagrin.57
In fact, the companies‘ concerns about Chinese interference have proven to be justified. Forum Energy, a UK incorporated upstream oil and gas company with a focus on the Philippines, acquired a 70 per cent interest in a service contract awarded by the Philippine government for the exploration of block Service Contract 72 (SC-72), on the
Reed Bank. Formerly known as the Sampaguia field, SC-72 is known for indications of natural gas based on previous drilling by PNOC. After obtaining the requisite license and contract, Forum began seismic surveillance of the
area in 2011. In March that year, two Chinese law enforcement vessels confronted a Philippine surveillance and
maneuvered aggressively to force it to leave the area.58
Exploration has since stalled. In fact, Forum Energy confirmed in March 2015 that the Department of Energy
had ordered it to halt activities on SC72, as the area is subject to an UN arbitration that Manila had initiated against
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Beijing in January 2013.59 Energy department officials said the order came from the Department of Foreign Affairs,
which is concerned that exploration at the Reed Bank would undermine Manila‘s position in arbitration.60
Ironically, Chinese NOCs have become the Philippines‘ best and only hope to develop natural gas reserves on the
Reed Bank. Therefore, parallel to a history of frictions and confrontations, hydrocarbon exploration in the South
China Sea has also been a tale of repeated attempts at cooperation.

V.

Joint Development

―Setting aside disputes and pursuing joint development‖ has been a central and enduring component of China‘s
proposition for managing maritime disputes since the 1970s. The policy, coined by Deng Xiaoping, proposes that
―when conditions are not ripe to bring about a thorough solution to a territorial dispute, discussion on the issue of
sovereignty may be postponed‖, while ―the territories under dispute may be developed in a joint way‖. 61 Subsequent
Chinese leaders have repeatedly promulgated ―joint development‖ as an effective means of managing South China
Sea disputes.62
The concept thus has acquired hefty political significance and has become a habitual and obligatory policy prescription by Chinese analysts. ―China is very keen on joint development, even if it‘s just a symbolic gesture and
nothing of substance is achieved. It shows China‘s contribution to maintaining regional peace and promoting regional cooperation,‖ said a Chinese analyst on Asia-Pacific security.63 But because the concept has been endorsed by
a long succession of leaders, objective analysis of the obstacles it faces can be politically perilous. Instead, Chinese
analysts often cursorily attribute the lack of success to rival claimants‘ preference for unilateral development at
China‘s expense.

A. Obstacles
1.

China‘s Precondition

The other claimants have their concerns. Beijing‘s proposition comes with a precondition: ―The sovereignty of the
territories concerned belongs to China.‖64 Such a term makes other claimant countries balk, fearing that participating in joint development would amount to consenting to Chinese sovereignty. ―Vietnam and other countries can‘t
accept that,‖ said a Vietnamese foreign ministry official.65 A Philippine politician said, ―In principle we are open to
joint development, but the dilemma is that joint development necessitates we recognize hereto unrecognized claims
of China.‖66
2. Vietnam‘s Suspicion
The undefined nature of Chinese claims present another obstacle, especially to Vietnam, which deeply mistrusts
China and 60 to 70 per cent of whose claimed EEZs overlaps with the area included in China‘s nine-dash line. The
line loops down from the Chinese coast to take in most of the South China Sea‘s surface area– 60 to 90 per cent depending on the assumed geographic extent of the sea. 67 Beijing has not clarified the geographic coordinates, the
sovereign rights it intends to claim within the line or its legal basis. The line also contradicts a fundamental principle—known as ―the land dominates the sea‖—of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UN-
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CLOS).68 According to the principle, a coastal State claims maritime zones based only on land territory over which
it has sovereignty.
Hanoi therefore fears that participating in joint development with China, without establishing according to the
UNCLOS truly disputed areas, would amount to recognising the legality of the nine-dash line. A Vietnamese foreign ministry official commented:
Joint development is one of the practical and provisional steps towards settling disputes. But the number one
thing we need to do is to verify claims. If a partner can‘t show me which area it claims with reasonable legal
ground, we can‘t do joint development. We can‘t accept ambiguous claims without clarification. We can‘t just accept some dotted lines.69
Without receiving Beijing‘s clarification, Hanoi suspects that ―China wants the greater South China Sea to be
open to joint development and wants to develop on Vietnam‘s EEZ‖, especially the resource rich area in the south.70
―Vietnamese people and leaders see that as our backyard. It‘s what we own. Someone comes in and say we want to
do joint development in your backyard. It‘s not acceptable.‖71
3. The Philippine Law
Oil and gas exploration and development involving foreign companies are governed in the Philippines by the constitution of 1987 and The Oil Exploration and Development Act of 1972. The constitution stipulates that the exploration, development, and utilization of natural resources be under the full control and supervision of the State. The
State may enter into co-production, joint venture, or production-sharing agreements with private companies, but
Filipino citizens, corporations or associations have to own at least 60 per cent of the total capital. 72 In addition, the
Oil Exploration and Development Act specifies that the government retain at least 60 per cent of the net profit.73
Collectively, the Philippine law stipulates that at least 60 per cent of capital for and net proceeds from the exploitation of petroleum resources should be Filipino—known as the 60/40 rule. The law, however, allows the government
to provide a variety of financial incentives to the investing companies, including service fees, cost reimbursement,
and tax exemption.74
The net effect is that foreign investors could still receive financially advantageous contracts despite the 60/40
rule. But when it comes to joint development in disputed waters, agreeing to abide by the Philippine law would
mean consenting to Filipino majority ownership of the project and the resources concerned and imply accepting
Philippine sovereignty.75
Late 2014, a bill was introduced in the Philippine Congress to loosen the 60/40 rule in the constitution. Known
as the Charter change—or Cha-cha—resolution, the legislation would add the phrase "unless provided by law" in the
foreign-ownership provision. That is to say, Congress would be able to enact laws to modify or remove the 60/40
rule. Proponents argued that constitutional restrictions on foreign ownership impeded investment and thwarted
economic development. Opponents charged that the Cha-cha resolution would lead to foreign possession of Philippine land.76 Despite support by the Aquino administration and among businesses, the resolution‘s prospect appears
dim, especially with politicking heating up ahead of the May 2016 general election. ―Waiting for it to succeed is like
waiting for the sun to become the moon.‖77
Yet despite these obstacles, there have been attempts at joint development albeit with scant success.

B. Attempts at Joint Development
Despite diplomatic, political and legal obstacles, there have been attempts among claimants at joint development.
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1.

The Joint Marine Seismic Undertaking

In 2003, Manila was short on options after failing to attract international investors to develop indigenous hydrocarbon resources. ―At that time, the situation in the Philippines was such that we imported almost 99.9 per cent of
crude oil and petroleum products, mostly for transportation. It was … the era of $100 per barrel of oil. We wanted
indigenous oil but couldn‘t explore ourselves in our backyard,‖ said Manalac, then PNOC president and CEO and
undersecretary of energy. During his tenure at Phillips Petroleum, Manalac worked with Chinese NOCs in joint projects. ―I was close to the Chinese companies. My instinct was, why can‘t I ask these guys to help out with joint development? So I presented this to the president and she enthusiastically approved of it.‖78
Then President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo was presiding over a ―golden age‖ of Sino-Philippine relations underwritten with generous Chinese infrastructure loans.79 During her state visit to Beijing in September 2004, PNOC
and CNOOC signed the Agreement for Joint Marine Seismic Undertaking (JMSU) to collaborate on seismic surveillance.80
The agreement covers an area of 142,886 square kilometres. According to Manalac, the parties tried to look for
an area only the two sides claimed but ―couldn‘t find anything that‘s of significant size‖ due to China‘s nine-dash
line and Vietnam‘s smaller but also substantial claims.81 The area covered by the bilateral agreement ended up
overlapping with Vietnam‘s claims. After six months of strong objection, Hanoi reluctantly joined the deal in order
to ―make the best of an unsatisfactory situation‖. 82
Under the tripartite agreement, CNOOC collected data using its geological surveillance vessels. The data then
was processed in Vietnam and subsequently brought to the Philippines for interpretation. All three parties were
present at each step. ―One of the strongest incentives of the tripartite agreement was the confidence building among
the countries. We worked together to demonstrate it could be done. We succeeded at that,‖ said Manalac.83
Late 2007 and early 2008, when the JMSU was up for renewal and when surveillance data arrived in the Philippines for interpretation, the agreement faced backlashes. According to a then undersecretary of energy, a press conference was staged in Manila to celebrate ―good leads and indications‖ of commercial-grade deposits. ―It was then
the media asked about the location of the area and the controversy began.‖84
Although the size of the area the JMSU covered had been made public, its location was confidential under the
terms of the agreement. The deal was accused of secrecy, but the energy official said it was not meant to deceive. ―It
was done among the companies. The foreign ministries advised the process. The negotiations were very technical...I
don‘t think it was necessary to divulge everything to the public. It was normal business activities,‖ he said.85
A series of press articles, chief among them one published by the Far Eastern Economic Review in early 2008,
revealed details of the JMSU, including its location. The author claimed that the Philippines had ―made breathtaking concessions in agreeing to the area for study‖, alleging that ―about one-sixth of the entire area, closest to the
Philippine coastline, is outside the claims by China and Vietnam‖. 86
Manalac admitted that the Philippines may have appeared to have made too many concession. ―The real question, however, is what‘s our national interest? If there‘s no joint development, nobody will come to help up develop
it. We don‘t have the money to explore it ourselves…Who else will com if China claims it?‖87
Around the same time, public sentiment was turning against Arroyo and Chinese investments, which were criticised for the lack of transparency and suspected of corrupt practices. Arroyo and her husband were accused of corruption in a $329 million telecommunications deal with a Chinese company. 88
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Revelation about the JMSU further energized Arroyo‘s critics. Opposition lawmakers in congress filed resolutions seeking probes into whether the administration compromised Philippine sovereignty and sold out national
territory in exchange for an $8 billion loan package from China. Some called for the impeachment of the president.89
Critics also challenged the constitutionality of the agreement. They alleged that, given the location, the JMSU
failed to abide by the 60/40 rule.90In addition, opposition lawmakers argued that the JMSU should have been
treated as an international agreement rather than a commercial contract, and thus, according to constitutional requirements, required ratification by the Senate. 91
In fact, according to Manalac, those involved in negotiations had foreseen the legal troubles and sought to forestall them with a play on word.
The title of the agreement was Joint Marine Seismic Undertaking. There‘s no mention of oil exploration, so we
said this had nothing to do with petrol exploration. It was an undertaking. The Philippines said there could be
no mention of exploration.92
Indeed the Arroyo administration asserted that the data gathering under JMSU was ―pre-exploration‖ activities
and therefore outside the purview of constitutional requirements for exploration and development. 93 But legal challenges came nonetheless. A group of petitioners in May 2008 filed for the Supreme Court to nullify the JMSU, alleging it violated the constitution‘s 60/40 rule among other charges.
Amid legal challenges and political pressure, the JMSU, which had reportedly been on operational hold since
March 2008, expired on 1 July 2008. 94 Although China and Vietnam were keen on renewing the deal, the Arroyo
administration, besieged by political troubles, chose not to extend it.95
Even if the three parties had managed to push forward, said Manalac, the 60/40 rule could be insurmountable,
as the next stage would have to involve drilling and claiming it was not exploration would be too far-fetched.96 By
this report‘s publication, more than nine years after the agreement‘s expiration, the challenge to JMSU‘s constitutionality is still pending before the Philippine Supreme Court and can thwart future joint projects.97
2. China-Vietnam
In 2006, CNOOC and PetroVietnam reached an agreement on joint exploration in the Tonkin Gulf, which lies at the
north-western corner of the South China Sea and in which China and Vietnam had agreed on the boundary delimitation.98 Joint exploration has been ongoing in the Gulf since 2007. The two sides agreed in June 2013 to extend the
agreement until 2016 and expand the area for cooperation from 1,541 km2 to 4,076 km2, with each contributing an
equal amount of area across the boundary line. The settlement of the boundary made cooperation uncontroversial,
but despite seismic surveillance and the drilling of one well, the project has not produced findings of commercialgrade deposits.99
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Cooperation outside the mouth of the gulf, where the boundary is unsettled, has proven to be more challenging.
In October 2011, China and Vietnam agreed to speed up the demarcation of waters off the Tonkin Gulf and to discuss joint development in these waters.100 During Chinese Premier Li Keqiang‘s visit to Vietnam in October 2013,
he urged that the two sides ―try to make substantive progress‖ on jointly developing the outer mouth of the Tonkin
Gulf by the end of that year to ―demonstrate to the world that China and Vietnam have the ability and wisdom to
maintain peace in the South China Sea‖.101 The two governments agreed to set up a working group to facilitate the
effort.102 Yet despite seven rounds of consultations, there has been little progress.
Beijing and Hanoi disagree on the priorities. China presses for progress on joint development first, while Vietnam insists on demarcation before moving forward on joint development. 103 On demarcation, the two sides
vaguely agree to the principle of a medium line between China‘s Hainan Island and Vietnam. But Hanoi insists that
the line be drawn between each country‘s territorial sea baselines while Beijing wants to draw the line between the
coasts, resulting in a difference of about ten to twenty nautical miles.104
Further, knowing the political significance Beijing attaches to joint development, Hanoi seeks to use it to open
negotiations on the Paracel Islands. Both claim the island group, but China occupies it, denies they are disputed
and refuses to negotiate on it.105 ―The ultimate issue is the Paracel. Joint development is Vietnam‘s leverage, but
China doesn‘t want to discuss the Paracel, so it‘s deadlocked.‖106

3.

China-Philippines

The Philippines‘s hunger for domestically produced energy and inability to produce on its own have continued to
fuel its desire to cooperate with China. As Philippine Energy Secretary Jericho Petilla put it, ―The alternative [to
joint activities with China] is not to drill, probably forever‖. 107
In May 2012, Philex Petroleum—a private Philippine company and majority shareholder of Forum Energy—held
initial talks with CNOOC, offering it an investor role in SC-72 on the Reed Bank. CNOOC reportedly responded
―positively‖, yet ultimately rejected the offer, as participating as an investor could be interpreted as recognizing
ownership by Philex and Philippine sovereignty by extension. 108 Talks have continued on-and-off, with the most recent round taking place in July 2014, but yielded no agreement.109
The Aquino administration has staked an unyielding stance, stating that any prospective Chinese partner for the
development of Reed Bank must recognize Philippine sovereignty and that all royalties go to the Philippines. 110 Further, Foreign Affairs Secretary Albert del Rosario has stressed, ―Any exploration agreement in the West Philippine
Sea must be in accordance with Philippine law‖, i.e. the 60/40 rule.111
Given these terms, Sino-Philippine partnership is unlikely under the Aquino administration, but the next president—to be elected in May 2016—could be more flexible. When asked about joint development, Jejomar Binay, vice
president and presidential candidate, said in April, ―China has all the capital and we have the property so why don't
we try and develop that property as a joint venture?‖112 Senator Grace Poe, another contender and frontrunner, said
she expected a Senate committee to ―recommend new approaches to solve the conflict that may include regional cooperation, joint exploration based on parity and law and continuing dialogue.‖ 113
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A willing president could supply the political will, but joint development with China would still face nationalist
pushback—Binay was accused of being a ―Manchurian candidate‖ after his remark—and legal obstacles, including
the 60/40 rule and the challenge to the JMSU pending before the supreme court.114
Supporters of cooperation with China tend to be energy officials and industry executives. But they often have a
tendency to discount the political and legal difficulties. For example, a former undersecretary of energy said, ―At the
end of the day, it‘s the economics that matter. It‘s about whether we can find oil and gas. CNOOC only wants oil and
gas out.‖115
Chinese actions in recent years—seizing control of the Scarborough Shoal, blocking the Philippines‘s access to
the Second Thomas Shoal, refusing to participate in international arbitration that Manila initiated, and building
large-scale artificial islands in the Spratlys—have also made joint development less palatable to the Philippine public and politically more perilous to its leaders. ―Joint development is China‘s preferred approach, but it requires
trust and confidence. For the Philippines, China has not done anything recently that could generate trust. In fact,
China‘s actions have only deepened suspicion that joint development is just another ploy.‖116

VI. Conclusion
Beijing is an eager proponent of joint development but lacks appreciation for the political, technical and legal obstacles and other claimants‘ legitimate concerns. The precondition China sets implies participating in joint development amounts to acceptance of Chinese sovereignty; its unwillingness to clarify its expansive claims make potential partners suspect that, rather than confidence building, Beijing uses joint development to access resources in
what they consider their indisputable EEZs. These concerns could be allayed if relations are stable, flashpoints are
kept under check, and diplomacy functions unimpeded, as the JMSU demonstrated. These conditions clearly have
been spoilt in recent years with several rounds of tension spikes.
Vietnam has been and will remain a reluctant participant. It has rich deposits and productive fields in the south
and has little difficulty attracting foreign investors. It views China‘s intentions with deep suspicion, which has only
hardened with recent Chinese actions, especially the deployment of HYSY 981. Hanoi, therefore, does not have
strong incentives to push for successful implementation of joint development, although it uses symbolic participation as a goodwill gesture and to gain leverage on demarcation.
The Philippines has the most dire need for indigenous energy and a foreigner partner—for which China appears
the only option. But such an initiative would face nationalist backlash, legal challenges and could be fodder for electoral politicking, thus would require strong top-level political will and a stable foundation for bilateral relations.
None of these ingredients currently exists. The Philippine law governing oil and gas exploration and production
poses terms unacceptable to a potential Chinese partner and limits the extent of cooperation.
However, the fact that China, the Philippines and Vietnam—claimants with the testiest relations—have cooperated on the exploration in contested waters in the past, means that joint development should not be written off as a
viable confidence-building measure. But parties should have realistic expectations on implementation.
Beijing and Hanoi still have nominally active consultations on joint exploration outside of the mouth of the Tonkin Gulf. Even if China is reluctant to clarify its claims outright, it should use UNCLOS principles in discussions on
potential areas for cooperation, which can pave the way for demarcation. In exchange, Hanoi should keep the dispute over the Paracel Islands out.
Both Beijing and Manila have incentives—political for China and economic for the Philippines—to cooperate,
but any such initiative likely has to wait for a new president in Manila and its prospect depends on how both sides
handle the arbitration ruling, expected in 2016. Successful implementation also takes creative interpretation of or
changes to the Philippine law—efforts the next administration has to lead.
Most important, the parties have to manage flashpoints, refrain from provocation, and invest in diplomacy in
order to create the regional environment in which national leaders have the confidence to invest political capital in
cooperation.
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